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Dynamic Analysis of Rectilinear
Motion of a Self-Propelling Disk
With Unbalance Masses
This paper investigates the dynamics of a rolling disk with three unbalance masse
can slide along radial spokes equispaced in angular orientation. The objective
design trajectories for the masses that satisfy physical constraints and enable the d
accelerate or move with constant velocity. The disk is designed to remain verti
upright and is constrained to move along a straight line. We design trajectories
constant acceleration, first using a static model, and then through detailed analysis
a dynamic model. The analysis based on the dynamic model considers two separate
one where the potential energy of the system is conserved, and the other where
tinually varies. Whereas trajectories conserving potential energy are quite simila
those obtained from the static model, the variable potential energy trajectories are
most general. A number of observations related to the system center-of-mass are
with respect to both trajectories. Following the strategy for constant acceleration ma
vers, we give a simple approach to tracking an acceleration profile and provide s
simulation results. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1344903#
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1 Introduction
Ever since its invention, the wheel has been used primarily

quasi-static device. Enhanced mobility and stability have b
achieved using multiple wheels, large wheels, broad wheel ba
multiwheel drives, etc. Only in the recent past, researchers
posed wheels that are dynamical entities. The Gyrover propo
by Brown and Xu@1#, for example, is a dynamically stabilize
single-wheel robot that uses gyroscopic forces for steering
stability. The Gyrover, in which the wheel and the vehicle are o
and the same, has a number of advantages over multiwhe
vehicles. Before the introduction of Gyrover, a few designs w
proposed for spherical wheels with internal propulsion mec
nisms. An omnidirectional robot comprised of a spherical whe
an arch-shaped body, and an arm-like mechanism, was prop
by Koshiyama and Yamafuji@2#. In two different designs pro-
posed by Halme et al.@3# and Bicchi et al.@4#, a device con-
strained to roll inside the spherical cavity creates unbalance
generates motion. A change in heading is produced by turning
wheel axis. Both designs complicate the control problem by
posing nonholonomic constraints, internal and external to
spherical shell.

To simplify the control problem and from practical conside
ations, we proposed a spherical robot design~@5#!, where the pro-
pulsion mechanism is fixed to the outer skeleton. The propuls
mechanism is comprised of four unbalance masses that are
trolled along radial spokes; the extremities of the spokes de
the vertices of a regular tetrahedron. The control of the f
masses to achieve a desired motion of the spherical wheel po
complicated and challenging problem in dynamics and control.
get insight into this problem, we study the planar case in t
paper. We investigate the dynamics of a rolling disk with thr
unbalance masses, constrained to slide along radial spokes,
figured 120 deg apart from one another. For this system, show
Fig. 1, we propose to control the motion of the masses such

Contributed by the Applied Mechanics Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
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MECHANICS. Manuscript received by the ASME Applied Mechanics Division, Ju
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ment of Mechanical Engineering, University of Houston, Houston, TX 77204-47
and will be accepted until four months after final publication of the paper itself in
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the disk center can have a specified constant acceleration. We
investigate optimal transition of the disk acceleration from o
value to another. These problems are relevant since a trajecto
the disk can be specified in terms of an acceleration profile.

Besides the mechanism comprised of reciprocating mas
shown in Fig. 1, a number of other mechanisms can be desig
for propelling the disk. For example, a heavy mass constraine
roll on the inner perimeter can create mass eccentricity and c
the disk to roll. Planar versions of the designs by Halme et al.@3#
and Bicchi et al.@4# conform to this category. Also, a spinnin
rotor mounted on the disk can generate reaction torque and c
the disk to roll. This mechanism, with an additional rotor th
allows control of the disk inclination, has been extensively stud
by Ehlers et al.@6# and Yavin@7,8#. In their studies the complete
dynamics of the disk and rotors were considered, and the non
ear control problems of tracking and point-to-point stabilizati
were addressed. A number of other authors~Getz@9# and Rui and
McClamroch@10#, for example! have also addressed the stabiliz
tion problem in the rolling disk but few have investigated t
dynamics of viable propulsion mechanisms.

In this paper, we first describe a propulsion mechanism fo
vertically upright rolling disk, constrained to move along
straight line. In Section 3 we present preliminary analysis of
mechanism based on a static model. Two solutions are prese
in this section for uniform acceleration of the disk along a strai
line. The first solution identifies via-points and interpolates sin
soids to generate approximately constant acceleration trajecto
The trajectories conserve potential energy and suggest fur
analysis on the basis of potential energy. The second solutio
optimal in the sense that it minimizes a component of the kine
energy. It also renders the moment of inertia of the disk invari
with orientation and provides greater freedom in trajectory des
A dynamic model of the system is developed in Section 4 a
uniform acceleration maneuvers that conserve potential energy
once again investigated. The variable potential energy trajecto
are studied in Section 5. Similar to the static model, the trajec
ries conserving potential energy are limacons, and identical for
unbalance masses. The variable potential energy trajecto
which are not limacons, are described by five constants of mo
and present the most general solution. In Section 6 we presen
optimal approach to tracking an acceleration profile along w
simulation results. Section 7 provides concluding remarks.
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2 Description of Propulsion Mechanism
A schematic description of the self-propelled disk is shown

Fig. 1. The radial lines from center of the disk to the circumf
ence represent spokes, each of which carries a lumped mass
masses, denoted bym1 , m2 , m3 , are of equal magnitude,m, and
slide along their respective spokes. The angular position of m
m1 is measured counter clockwise from the negativez-axis, and is
denoted byu. The massesm2 , m3 , are located 120 deg and 24
deg apart with respect tom1 . The radial positions of the masse
are denoted byr 1 , r 2 , andr 3 , respectively. For ease of explan
tion, we divide the disk area into two distinct halves: the ‘‘leadi
half’’ and the ‘‘lagging half.’’ The gravitational force of a mass i
the leading half contributes positive moment and causes the
to accelerate; the gravitational force of a mass in the lagging
causes the disk to deccelerate. Now consider a static model o
mechanism, which ignores the inertia forces of the unbala
masses. For this model, which is valid for small velocities a
accelerations, we have

I ~u!ü52mg@r 1 cosu1r 2 cos~u1120°!

1r 3 cos~u2120°!# (1)

where,I (u) is the mass moment of inertia of the entire assem
about the instantaneous center of rotation,O, which can be ex-
pressed as

I ~u!,I ds13mR21m~r 1
21r 2

21r 3
2!

12mR@r 1 sinu1r 2 sin~u1120°!

1r 3 sin~u2120°!#. (2)

It is implicitly assumed in Eq.~1! that the friction force between
the disk and the ground prevents the disk from slipping. In
~2!, I ds represents the combined moment of inertia of the disk
spokes aboutO. The unbalance masses are constrained by
relation 0<r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3<R, whereR is the length of each spoke.

We designed our mechanism with three masses since fe
masses cannot maintain constant acceleration. For a single m
this is evident from the equation of motion

r 152
I 1~u!ü

mgcosu
, I 1~u!,I ds1m~R21r 1

212r 1R sinu!

which indicates that constantü cannot be achieved withr 1 satis-
fying 0<r 1<R. For two masses, on spokes that are separate
an anglea, the equation of motion has the form

I 2~u!ü52mg@r 1 cosu1r 2 cos~u1a!#

I 2~u!,I ds12mR21m~r 1
21r 2

2!12mR@r 1 sinu1r 2 sin~u1a!#.

On simplification, we have

r eq52
I 2~u!ü

mgcos~u1c!
r eq,Ar 1

21r 2
212r 1r 2 cosa,

Fig. 1 The disk with reciprocating masses
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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r 11r 2 cosa D
where 0<c<a. Since (u1c) will assume all angular positions
during motion,r eq cannot remain bounded for a constant acc
eration. Therefore, two masses will not suffice. In the next th
sections, we will show that three masses equispaced in ang
orientation, as shown in Fig. 1, is capable of maintaining cons
acceleration.

3 Preliminary Analysis Using Static Model

3.1 An Approximate Solution. In this section we presen
an approximate solution to the constant acceleration mane
problem. We use the static model in Eq.~1! but assume the mo
ment of inertia of the system to be constant. We divide the lead
half into three phases, shown in Fig. 2. The presence of a ma
phase 1 necessitates the second mass to be present in phase
the third mass in the lagging half. The presence of a mass in p
2 necessitates the other two masses to be confined to the lag
half. Now consider the configuration in Fig. 3 where massm1 is
on the boundary between phase 1 and phase 2. We use this
figuration to determine the maximum acceleration of the disk t
can be maintained for all values ofu. To achieve maximum ac-
celeration in this configuration, we must haver 15R and r 350.
The instantaneous value ofr 2 is not important sincem2 does not
have a moment arm. The maximum acceleration in this confi
ration can be obtained from Eq.~1!, as follows:

I ü52mgRcos 150°.

To maintain this acceleration for all values ofu, the mass posi-
tions should satisfy

R cos 150°5r 1 cosu1r 2 cos~u1120°!

1r 3 cos~u2120°!.

Fig. 2 Different phases in the leading half of the disk

Fig. 3 A particular configuration of the reciprocating masses
JANUARY 2001, Vol. 68 Õ 59
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In the neighborhood ofu5150°, we haver 3'0 and r 1'R.
Hence,r 2 can be obtained as

r 2~150°!5 lim
u→150°

R
~cos 150°2cosu!

cos~u1120°!
5

R

2
.

A similar analysis can be carried out atu5210° wherem1 is
between phase 2 and phase 3. At this configuration, wherr 1
5R, andr 250, we can show thatr 3 satisfiesr 35R/2.

Since the spokes are symmetrically located, we assume
mass trajectories to be identical with 120 deg phase shift from
another. The above analysis then implies that there are six
points on the trajectory, namely

r 15H 0 for u530°,230°

R/2 for u590°,270°

R for u5150°,210°

By fitting sinusoids between these via-points, the approximate
lution is obtained as

r 1~u!55
0 for 230°<u<30°

R@12cos~u230°!# for 30°<u<90°

2R cos~u130°! for 90°<u<150°

R for 150°<u<210°

2R cos~u230°! for 210°<u<270°

R@12cos~u130°!# for 270°<u<330°.

(3)

The trajectories ofr 2 and r 3 can be simply obtained as

r 2~u!5r 1~u1120°!, r 3~u!5r 1~u2120°!. (4)

For example,r 2(u) can be expressed as

r 2~u!55
0 for 210°<u<270°

R~11sinu! for 270°<u<330°

2R cos~u1150°! for 230°<u<30°

R for 30°<u<90°

R sinu for 90°<u<150°

R@12cos~u1150°!# for 150°<u<210°.

The following observations can now be made for the appro
mate solution. The trajectories of the masses are piecewise sm
with first derivative continuity. Also, they satisfy

r 1 sinu1r 2 sin~u1120°!1r 3 sin~u2120°!50 (5)

which implies conservation of potential energy. The moment
inertia of the system is, however, not constant. From Eq.~2!, it
can be expressed as

I a5I ds13mR21m~r 1
21r 2

21r 3
2!.

From the above equation it can be shown thatI a is comprised of
a constant term and a periodic term. Therefore, the angular a
eration of the disk

ü52
mgRcos 150°

I a
'0.866

mgR

I a
(6)

is not constant, but varies periodically. To complete the analy
we note that a lower magnitude of acceleration can be gener
by scaling down the trajectories ofr 1 , r 2 , and r 3 . This can be
done by replacingR in Eq. ~3! with R* , 0<R* <R.

3.2 An Optimal Solution. In this section, we seek an opt
mal solution; one optimal in some sense of energy consumpt
We impose the constraint that the potential energy is conse
and therefore Eq.~5! holds. This condition, which was satisfied b
60 Õ Vol. 68, JANUARY 2001
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the approximate solution, is convenient and reduces the numb
variable terms in the moment of inertia expression in Eq.~2!.

By differentiating Eq.~5! with respect tou and substituting Eq.
~1!, we obtain

r 18 sinu1r 28 sin~u1120°!1r 38 sin~u2120°!5K, K,
I ü

mg
(7)

where r 18 , r 28 , and r 38 , are the derivatives ofr 1 , r 2 , and r 3 ,
respectively, with respect tou, I represents the moment of inerti
of the system given by Eq.~2!, and ü denotes the specified con
stant acceleration of the disk. We now make the assumption thI
is constant. In the ensuing analysis, we will show thatI can be
maintained at a constant value. By differentiating Eq.~1! with
respect tou and substituting Eq.~5!, we get

r 18 cosu1r 28 cos~u1120°!1r 38 cos~u2120°!50. (8)

Using Eqs.~7! and~8!, we can expressr 28 andr 38 in terms ofr 18 as
follows:

r 285r 182
2

)
K cos~u2120°!

(9)

r 385r 181
2

A3
K cos~u1120°!

whereK was defined in Eq.~7!. With the objective of designing
the optimal trajectory, we now define the cost functional

J5E
0

2p

L du, L,
1

2
m~r 18

21r 28
21r 38

2! (10)

where the integrand represents the pseudo-kinetic energy, o
kinetic energy that accounts for the motion of the masses in
reference frame of the spokes. With respect to an inertial fra
the masses will undergo both translation and rotation that
depend on the instantaneous angular velocity of the disk. Du
constant acceleration maneuvers, the angular velocity of the
will increase linearly with time and the true kinetic energy will b
a function of time. To investigate optimal trajectories that a
functions ofu, rather than bothu and time, we choose the cos
functional as the integral of the pseudo-kinetic energy.

To proceed with the optimization, we substitute the expressi
for r 28 and r 38 into Eq. ~9! to rewrite the integrand in Eq.~10! as
follows:

L5
1

2
mS 3r 18

21
4

3
K2@cos2~u2120°!1cos2~u1120°!#

24Kr 18 sinu D .

Using the Euler-Lagrange equation~@11#! from calculus of varia-
tions

d

du S ]L

]r 18
D 2

]L

]r 1
50

for the stationary value ofJ, we obtain the trajectory ofr 1 as
follows:

r 15C1u2
2

3
K cosu1C2

where C1 and C2 are constants of integration. Sincer 1 has to
satisfy 0<r 1<R, C1 must be zero, andC2 andK must lie in the
shaded region of Fig. 4. The optimal trajectory will therefore b
limacon, of the form
Transactions of the ASME
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r 15C22
2

3
K cosu. (11)

The optimal trajectories ofr 2 , r 3 , can be derived using Eq.~4!.
The moment of inertia, which was assumed constant, can now
shown to be constant. From Eq.~2! we can show that

I o5I ds1mS 3R213C2
21

2

3
K2D .

The constant acceleration of the disk can therefore be express

ü5
mgK

I o

where20.75R<K<0.75R, limits the maximum value of accel
eration toü50.75mgR/I o . The feasible range of values ofK can
be verified from Fig. 4.

Unlike the approximate solution, the optimal solution results
constant acceleration of the disk. The optimal solution is a
smooth whereas the approximate solution is piecewise sm
with first derivative continuity. A single parameterR* describes
the family of approximate solutions. The particular solution whe
R* 5R is shown in Eq.~3!. Two parameters,C2 andK, describe
the family of optimal solutions. Clearly, the optimal solution pr
vides greater freedom in trajectory selection. Despite differen
the trajectories for the approximate solution and the optimal s
tion, shown in Fig. 5, are strikingly similar.

Fig. 4 Shaded region indicates feasible parameter values for
the solution in Section 3.2

Fig. 5 Comparison of the approximate and optimal solutions
for a disk of unity radius
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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4 Dynamic Model: Constant Potential Energy Maneu-
vers

4.1 Lagrangian Formulation. In this section we perform a
detailed analysis of the problem using a dynamic model. To
tain Lagrange’s equations, we first express the kinetic energ
the system as

T5
1

2
Idsu̇

21
1

2
m~v1

21v2
21v3

2!

wherev1 , v2 , andv3 , are the velocities of massesm1 , m2 , and
m3 , respectively, and given by the relations

v1
25R2u̇21 ṙ 1

21r 1
2u̇222Ru̇ ṙ 1 cosu12Rr1 u̇2 sinu

v2
25R2u̇21 ṙ 2

21r 2
2u̇222Ru̇ ṙ 2 cos~u1120°!

12Rr2u̇2 sin~u1120°!

v3
25R2u̇21 ṙ 3

21r 3
2u̇222Ru̇ ṙ 3 cos~u2120°!

12Rr3u̇2 sin~u2120°!.

In the kinetic energy expression above, it is implicitly assum
that the friction force between the disk and the ground preve
the disk from slipping. The potential energy of the system is
pressed as

V5mg@r 1 sinu1r 2 sin~u1120°!1r 3 sin~u2120°!#. (12)

Using the expressions for kinetic and potential energi
Lagrange’s equation~@12#! for the generalized coordinateu can be
written as

I dsü13mR2ü1mü~r 1
21r 2

21r 3
2!12mu̇~r 1ṙ 11r 2ṙ 21r 3ṙ 3!

2mR~ r̈ 1 cosu1 r̈ 2 cos~u1120°!1 r̈ 3 cos~u2120°!!

12mRü~r 1 sinu1r 2 sin~u1120°!

1r 3 sin~u2120°!!

12mRu̇~ ṙ 1 sinu1 ṙ 2 sin~u1120°!

1 ṙ 3 sin~u2120°!!1mRu̇2~r 1 cosu

1r 2 cos~u1120°!1r 3 cos~u2120°!!1mg~r 1 cosu

1r 2 cos~u1120°!1r 3 cos~u2120°!!50. (13)

The approximate and optimal solutions in Section 3 indicate t
constant angular acceleration of the disk can be generated by
riodic trajectories of the unbalance masses. This motivates u
seek periodic solutions from the dynamic analysis as well.
assumer 1 , r 2 , andr 3 to be periodic functions of the form

r 15R f1~u!, r 25R f2~u!, r 35R f3~u!,

0< f 1~u!, f 2~u!, f 3~u!<1 (14)

where f 1 , f 2 , f 3 are dimensionless variables. In the sequel
will establish that there exists a class of periodic trajectories
r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 , that impart constant angular acceleration to t
disk. From an implementation point of view, radial forces pr
vided by suitable actuators will guarantee that the unbala
masses track their periodic trajectories. Since our main objec
is to investigate the effect of the periodic trajectories on the ov
all motion of the disk, we do not pursue further analysis of t
radial forces. One can easily determine these radial forces or
trol inputs from the right-hand sides of Lagrange’s equations
the generalized coordinatesr 1 , r 2 , andr 3 . To continue with our
analysis, we use Eq.~14! to rewrite Eq.~13! in the form

a~u!ü1b~u!u̇21c~u!50
JANUARY 2001, Vol. 68 Õ 61
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a~u!5I ds1mR2@31 f 1
21 f 2

21 f 3
212~ f 1 sinu

1 f 2 sin~u1120°!1 f 3 sin~u2120°!!

2~ f 18 cosu1 f 28 cos~u1120°!

1 f 38 cos~u2120°!!#

b~u!5mR2@2~ f 1f 181 f 2f 281 f 3f 38!2~ f 19 cosu1 f 29 cos~u1120°

1 f 39 cos~u2120°!!12~ f 18 sinu1 f 28 sin~u1120°!

1 f 38 sin~u2120°!!1~ f 1 cosu1 f 2 cos~u1120°!

1 f 3 cos~u2120°!!#

c~u!5mgR~ f 1 cosu1 f 2 cos~u1120°!1f3 cos~u2120°!!
(15)

For a constant acceleration maneuver,ü5l1 , we will have u̇
5l1t1l2 , wherel1 and l2 are constants. We can then arg
that b(u)50, or elseü will increase with time according to the
relation

ü52
b

a
~l1t1l2!22

c

a
. (16)

From Eqs.~15! one can readily show thatb(u)50 implies

~ f 1
21 f 2

21 f 3
2!1~ f 1 sinu1 f 2 sin~u1120°!

1 f 3 sin~u2120°!!

2~ f 18 cosu1 f 28 cos~u1120°!

1 f 38 cos~u2120°!!5a0 (17)

where a0 is a constant of integration. Apart fromb(u)50, we
also need (c/a) to be constant, or bothc anda to be constant, for
a constant acceleration maneuver.

4.2 Uniform Acceleration With Constant Potential Energy
Consider the case where bothc and a are constant. Rewriting
a(u) in Eq. ~15! as

a~u!5I ds1mR2@31a01 f 1 sinu1 f 2 sin~u1120°!

1 f 3 sin~u2120°!# (18)

and from the expression ofc(u) in Eq. ~15!, we get the identities

f 1 cosu1 f 2 cos~u1120°!1 f 3 cos~u2120°!5a1 (19)

f 1 sinu1 f 2 sin~u1120°!1 f 3 sin~u2120°!5a2
(20)

wherea1 anda2 are constants. From Eqs.~12!, ~14!, and~20! it
is established that constant values ofc and a lead to constant
acceleration maneuvers with potential energy conservation.
proceed further, we differentiate Eq.~19! and substitute Eq.~20!
to get

f 18 cosu1 f 28 cos~u1120°!1 f 38 cos~u2120°!5a2 .

Substituting this result and Eq.~20! into Eq. ~17!, we get

~ f 1
21 f 2

21 f 3
2!5a0 . (21)

Using Eqs.~19!, ~20!, and~21!, the following expressions for the
dimensionless variablesf 1 , f 2 , and f 3 can be obtained:

f 15X cos~u2f!1Y X,~2/3!$a1
21a2

2%1/2

f 25X cos~u2f1120°!1Y Y,~1/3!$3a022~a1
21a2

2!%1/2

(22)

f 35X cos~u2f2120°!1Y f,arctan~a2 /a1!

whereX, Y, f, are constants. From the expressions ofX andY it is
clear that both were chosen to be positive square roots. This
62 Õ Vol. 68, JANUARY 2001
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not cause any loss of generality and is explained as follows. I
spective of the sign ofX, X cos(u2f) takes both positive and
negative values. To satisfy the constraintf 1>0 in Eq. ~14!, Y
must therefore be positive. A change in sign ofX is equivalent to
a phase shift inf by 180 deg. ThereforeX is arbitrarily chosen to
be positive. The above analysis confirms thatf 1 , f 2 , f 3 , and ac-
cordingly r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 , have identical trajectories, shifted in phase

The trajectories in Eq.~22! are limacons, similar to those ob
tained in Section 3.2. This is surprising since the analysis in S
tion 3.2 was carried out with a static model whereas the comp
dynamic model was employed in this section. The main differe
between the two trajectories are in the number of defining par
eters. The limacons in Section 3.2 are defined by two parame
C2 andK, as seen from Eq.~11!. In this section the limacons ar
defined by three parameters, namelyX, Y, andf. The advantage
of having three independent parameters is that any initial confi
ration of the three masses can determine the trajectories and
corresponding acceleration. From Eqs.~15!, ~16!, ~19!, and ~20!,
the disk acceleration can be expressed as

ü52F mgRa1

I ds1mR2~31a01a2!G (23)

wherea0 ,a1 ,a2 can be expressed in terms of trajectory para
etersX, Y, f as follows:

a0,1.5X213.0Y2, a1,1.5X cosf, a2,1.5X sinf.
(24)

While arbitrary initial conditions can uniquely define a traje
tory, not all trajectories will satisfy the physical constraints of E
~14!. For feasibility,X,Y must lie in the shaded region, shown
Fig. 6. This is quite similar to the constraint imposed on the
rameters of the trajectory in Section 3.2, shown in Fig. 4.

Although initial values off 1 , f 2 , f 3 , andu uniquely define the
trajectory parameterized bya0 ,a1 ,a2 , or X,Y,f, and uniquely
define the acceleration of the diskü, the converse is not true: A
given acceleration of the disk can be generated through var
trajectories.

4.3 Effect of Variation of Path Parameters

Effect of Varying Phase Angle.Using Eqs.~23! and ~24!, the
disk acceleration can be written as

ü52F 1.5mgRXcosf

I ds11.5mR2~21X sinf1X212Y2!G5
b cosf

m1sinf
(25)

whereb andm are constants, given by the relations

b,2
g

R
, m,

I ds11.5mR2~21X212Y2!

1.5mR2X
. (26)

From the expression ofm, and feasible values ofX in Fig. 6, it can
be shown that the denominator in Eq.~25! is always positive. The

Fig. 6 Shaded region indicates feasible parameter values for
the solution in Section 4.2
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sign of ü therefore depends on the sign of cosf, or X cosf since
X is always positive. Specifically,ü is positive ifX cosf is nega-
tive and vice versa. With Eqs.~19! and~24! it can be established
that thez-coordinate of the center of mass, relative to the cente
the disk, is located at

zcm5
R

3
@ f 1 cos~p1u!1 f 2 cos~p1u1120°!

1 f 3 cos~p1u2120°!#

52
R

3
a152

R

2
X cosf.

The above equation implies that the magnitude and direction
acceleration depends primarily on thez-coordinate of the center o
mass, relative to the center of disk.

The rolling disk can acquire a range of acceleration by vary
phase anglef. From Eq.~25!, the maximum and minimum value
of the acceleration can be shown to be

ü5H ümax if f5p1arcsin~1/m!

ümin if f52arcsin~1/m!.
(27)

Of course, motion with zero acceleration or constant velocity
quiresf56p/2. From an implementation point of view, the rol
ing disk can changef during its motion by suppressing the mo
tion of the masses for an appropriate interval of time.

Effect of Varying ParametersX and Y. Each point in the
shaded region of Fig. 6 corresponds to a certain trajectory of
disk; each of these trajectories has a certain acceleration. Cle
a variation inX andY is expected to provide a range of accele
tions. By treatingf as constant, we partially differentiateü in Eq.
~25! with respect toX andY. Equating these expressions to ze
the maximumü is observed to occur at the following coordinat

X5A2~11I ds/3mR2!, Y50

independent of the value off. Unfortunately, this coordinate lie
outside the shaded region in Fig. 6. Since the above coordina
the only location whereü is an extremum, we conclude that th
maximum feasibleü occurs at a point, or a set of points on th
boundary of the shaded region. Through numerical simulation
determined the maximum to occur at (X,Y)5(0.5,0.5). Combin-
ing this result with the result in Eq.~27!, we conclude that the
trajectories that produce maximum and minimum acceleration

ü5H ümax if f 1520.5 cos@u2arcsin~1/m̄ !#10.5

ümin if f 150.5 cos@u1arcsin~1/m̄ !#10.5
,

m̄,
I ds14.125mR2

0.75mR2

wherem̄, obtained from Eq.~26!, is the value ofm evaluated at
X5Y50.5. Instead of numerical simulation, the above result
maximum acceleration can also be obtained through constra
optimization.

5 Dynamic Model: Variable Potential Energy Maneu-
vers

5.1 Uniform Acceleration With Variable Potential Energy
It was shown in Section 4.1 that constant acceleration maneu
require (c/a) to be constant. The analysis in Sections 4.2 and
was carried out assuming bothc anda as constants, which leads t
conservation of potential energy. In an effort to generalize
results, we investigate the case of varying potential energy in
section. We treatc anda as variables whose ratio is constant. W
begin our analysis with the expression for the potential ene
Using Eqs.~12! and ~14!, V can be expressed as
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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V5mgR@ f 1 sinu1 f 2 sin~u1120°!1 f 3 sin~u2120°!#.

It can be shown thatV satisfies2mgR<V<mgR. In compliance
with these limits and without loss of generality, we consider
sinusoidal variation inV, given by the relation

V5mgR@A11B1 sin~u2c!#

whereA1 , B1 , andc are constants. By comparing the above tw
equations, we can write

f 1 sinu1 f 2 sin~u1120°!1 f 3 sin~u2120°!

5A11B1 sin~u2c!. (28)

We haveb(u)50 for constant acceleration maneuvers. Using
expressions forc(u) anda(u) in Eqs.~15! and~18!, the equation
of motion in Eq.~16! reduces to the form

ü$I ds1mR2@31a01 f 1 sinu1 f 2 sin~u1120°!

1 f 3 sin~u2120°!#%

52mgR@ f 1 cosu1 f 2 cos~u1120°!1 f 3 cos~u2120°!#.
(29)

Substituting Eq.~28! in Eq. ~29!, we get

ü$K11K2@A11B1 sin~u2c!#%5 f 1 cosu1 f 2 cos~u1120°!

1 f 3 cos~u2120°!

K1,2
I ds1mR2~31a0!

mgR
, K2,2

R

g
. (30)

For a constant magnitude of acceleration,ü5G, we can then
write

f 1 cosu1 f 2 cos~u1120°!1 f 3 cos~u2120°!

5A21B2 sin~u2c!

A25G~K11A1K2!, B25GB1K2 . (31)

Using Eqs.~28! and ~31!, Eq. ~17! can now be written as

f 1
21 f 2

21 f 3
25a01B2 cos~u2c! (32)

where it is obvious thata0>uB2u. From Eqs.~28!, ~31!, and~32!,
f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 can be solved as follows:

f 15
2

3
P16

1

3
A3~a01B2 cos~u2c!!22S

f 25
2

3
P26

1

3
A3~a01B2 cos~u2c!!22S

f 35
2

3
P36

1

3
A3~a01B2 cos~u2c!!22S

whereS andPj , j 51,2,3, are defined as

S,@A11B1 sin~u2c!#21@A21B2 sin~u2c!#2

Pj,@A11B1 sin~u2c!#sin@u1~ j 21!120°#

1@A21B2 sin~u2c!#cos@u1~ j 21!120°#.

It can be verified from the above equation that (P11P21P3)
50. Using this result the common term in the expressions off 1 ,
f 2 , f 3 can be shown to be (f 11 f 21 f 3)/3. It immediately follows
that the nontrivial solution forf 1 , f 2 , f 3 is

f 15
2

3
P11

1

3
A3~a01B2 cos~u2c!!22S

f 25
2

3
P21

1

3
A3~a01B2 cos~u2c!!22S (33)
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f 35
2

3
P31

1

3
A3~a01B2 cos~u2c!!22S.

From Eqs.~22! and~33! it can be seen that trajectories conservi
potential energy are identical for the three masses except fo
120 deg phase shift; this is not true for variable potential ene
Also, the trajectories in Eq.~22! are limacons, described by thre
parameters. The trajectories in Eq.~33!, which are not limacons
require five parameters for their description. These parameter
A1 , B1 , G, c, anda0 .

5.2 Motion of the Center of Mass. The coordinates of the
center-of-mass of the system can be written as

zcm52
R

3
@ f 1 cosu1 f 2 cos~u1120°!1 f 3 cos~u2120°!#

ycm5
R

3
@ f 1 sinu1 f 2 sin~u1120°!1 f 3 sin~u2120°!#.

Using these relations, Eq.~29! can be written as

ü$I ds1mR2~31a0!13mRycm%53mgzcm .

For a constant accelerationü5G, this reduces to

ycm5
g

RG
zcm1

g

3
K1 (34)

whereK1 was defined in Eq.~30!. Also note that the distance o
the center-of-mass from the disk center is constrained by the
lation

ycm
2 1zcm

2 <~R/3!2. (35)

The proof of the above relation is simple and left to the read
Some observations on the motion of the disk, evident from E
~34! and ~35!, are now discussed with the help of Fig. 7.

1. Straight lines with different slopes represent different m
nitudes~G! of acceleration. A line with a positive slope represen
acceleration and a line with a negative slope represents dece
tion. A horizontal line in Fig. 7 represents constant velocity m
tion.

2. A feasible trajectory of the disk requires the straight line
Eq. ~34! to pass through the circular region defined by Eq.~35!.
However, this is not sufficient to guarantee that the physical c

Fig. 7 A geometric interpretation of the motion of the center of
mass
64 Õ Vol. 68, JANUARY 2001
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straints, 0< f 1 , f 2 , f 3<1, will be met. This is true for the sam
reason the center-of-mass may remain bounded when indivi
mass positions become unbounded.

3. Sincea0 is positive, which can be shown from Eq.~32!, the
intercept of the straight line in Eq.~34! on they-axis is negative,
and outside the circle defined by Eq.~35!. This confirms that the
range of acceleration of the disk, determined by the slope of
line, is finite.

4. A feasible trajectory is described by sinusoidal variation
both center-of-mass coordinates,ycm andzcm . This, evident from
Eqs.~28! and~31!, translates to the center-of-mass position osc
lating along a straight line, while remaining confined to the circ
of radiusR/3 in Fig. 7. In contrast, when the potential energy
conserved,ycm remains stationary. This implies that the center-o
mass position will remain stationary.

5. From the range ofX in Fig. 6, namelyX<0.5R, and expres-
sions fora1 ,a2 , in Eq. ~24!, we have20.75<a1 ,a2<0.75. Us-
ing Eqs. ~19! and ~20! we can therefore show thatycm ,zcm are
individually constrained to lie between6R/4. This indicates that
for constant potential energy maneuvers the straight line in
~34! must intersect, or be tangential to, a smaller circle of rad
R/4. This indicates that the variable potential energy case ho
the promise for higher acceleration.

6 Tracking an Acceleration Profile

6.1 An Optimal Approach to Tracking Acceleration. In
this section we present an optimal method for tracking an ac
eration profile. We compute discrete changes in acceleration
small intervals of time and seek to determine changes in trajec
parameters that minimize the cost functional

J5E
0

2p

~D f 1!2 du.

The basic trajectories can be chosen to be the limacons in Eq.~22!
or the more complex forms in Eq.~33!. For simplicity, we choose
the limacons which are described by fewer parameters. Tho
the limacons conserve potential energy, we do not expect the
tential energy to remain conserved as we track an accelera
profile. This is true since the limacon parameters will continua
change during acceleration tracking. While a different cost fu
tion could have been chosen, the cost function above promise
minimize the overall change in the shape of the trajectory, wh
is identical for all three masses. On differentiatingf 1 in Eq. ~22!,
we obtain

D f 15cos~u2f!DX1X sin~u2f!Df1DY. (36)

Substituting Eq.~36! into the expression ofJ, we get

J5pDX21p~XDf!212pDY2.

We now rewrite Eq.~23! as

ü5
ba1

n1a21a0
, n,31

I ds

mR2 . (37)

A change inü can therefore be expressed in terms of change
path parameters, as follows:

Dü5S ü

a1
DDa12S ü2

ba1
DDa22S ü2

ba1
DDa0 . (38)

Substituting Eqs.~24! and ~38! into the expression ofJ, we get

J5
4p

9
~Da1

21Da2
2!

1
p

2

$~3bü24a1ü2!Da12~314a2!ü2Da223bDüa1%
2

@3a022~a1
21a2

2!#
.
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By computing the partial derivatives ofJ with respect toa1 ,a2 ,
and equating them to zero, we obtain optimal change in p
parametersDa1 ,Da2 ,

Da15
9g1g2g4

8p19g1~g2
21g3

2!
, Da252

9g1g3g4

8p19g1~g2
21g3

2!
,

(39)

whereg1 , g2 , g3 , andg4 are defined as

g15
p

3a022~a1
21a2

2!
g35S 11

4

3
a2D

g25S b

ü
2

4

3
a1D g45

bDüa1

ü2
.

Though it may seem thatDa1 grows unbounded whenü is zero,
this is not the case. By integrating the expression forDa1 , we can
show that the following relation is true:

1

a1

5sFb2

ü2
1S 12

8

3
n D G 1/2

2
4b

~328n!ü

wheres is a constant of integration, andb andn are constants tha
have been defined in Eqs.~26! and ~37!, respectively. Clearly, as
ü tends to zero,a1 tends to zero andDa1 remains finite.

The optimal change in parametera0 , namelyDa0 , can now be
computed from Eqs.~38! and~39!. The changes in parametersa1 ,
a2 ,a0 , can be translated into equivalent changes inX,Y,f, using
the following equation:

S DX
DY
Df

D 5
2

3 S cosf 0 X sinf

sinf 0 X cosf

2X 4Y 0
D 21S Da1

Da2

Da0

D (40)

which was derived from Eq.~22!. The matrix in Eq.~40! becomes
singular when eitherX or Y is zero. This should not be of concer
sinceX50 andY50 are limiting values for a feasible trajectory
as evident from Fig. 6. The matrix is also singular whenX51 and
f5p/4. This point clearly lies outside the range of feasible p
rameter values and should also be of no concern. After compu
the changes inX,Y,f, the change in the trajectory ofm1 can be
computed from Eq.~36!. The changes in trajectories ofm2 andm3
can be computed similarly.

6.2 Simulation Results. In this section we present simula
tion results of the disk tracking a sinusoidal acceleration profi
The initial angle of the disk in radians, and position of the thr
masses in dimensionless variables are given as

u~0!50.8, f 1@u~0!#50.7, f 2@u~0!#50.4, f 3@u~0!#50.3.

The values ofa0 ,a1 ,a2 are first computed using Eqs.~19!, ~20!,
and ~21!. Subsequently, the initial acceleration of the disk is o
tained using Eq.~23! as ü(0)523.28 rad/s2. For our simulation,
we choose the acceleration profile

ü522.018.5 sin~0.5t2z! (41)

with the proper choice ofz that satisfies the initial condition
ü(0)523.28 rad/s2. We also chooseb,2(g/R)52100 in SI
units, andn,31(I ds /mR2)54.5. The simulation is carried ou
over 60 seconds using a time-step of 0.001 second. At each t
step the trajectory parametersX,Y, are verified to lie in the shade
region of Fig. 6. This guarantees that physical constraints are
violated.

The simulation results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Figure 8
plot of trajectory parametersX,Y, andf for the acceleration pro-
file in Eq. ~41!. As expected, the trajectory off has the same
frequency as that of the acceleration profile. The trajectory ofX is
more interesting and has two peaks in every cycle of accelera
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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Since X represents the radial distance of the center-of-mass
assumes maximal values for both the maximum and minim
acceleration. However, since magnitudes of the maximum
minimum acceleration are different~6.5 rad/s2 and210.5 rad/s2,
respectively!, the peaks differ in magnitude. The shape of t
limacon in Eq.~22!, which changes as a function of the trajecto
parameters, is shown in Fig. 9 for two specific instants of tim
t1514.0 seconds andt2534.9 seconds. At these instants of tim
the limacon is seen to have the following parametric represe
tions:

f 1~u!5H 0.229 cos~u2114.8°!10.467 for t5t1

0.435 cos~u224.3°!10.448 for t5t2.

7 Conclusion
This paper investigates a self-propulsion mechanism compr

of three unbalance masses for a vertically upright rolling d
constrained to move along a straight line path. It is shown t
trajectories of the unbalance masses can be designed to prop
disk with a wide range of accelerations. It is also shown that
disk can track an acceleration profile while minimizing an app
priate cost function. In the preliminary analysis, where a sta
model was used, uniform acceleration maneuvers assumed co

Fig. 8 Variation of trajectory parameters during a sinusoidal
variation of acceleration

Fig. 9 Normalized trajectories of the unbalance masses at two
specific instants of time
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vation of potential energy. The potential energy plays an imp
tant role throughout the analysis, and hence both constant
variable potential energy cases were considered with the dyna
model. Under conservation of potential energy, the dyna
model results in trajectories similar to those obtained from
static model; the results obtained from the dynamic model
however, more general. With both models, the trajectories of
unbalance masses are identical limacons with phase shifts of
deg. This is not true for the case of variable potential energy
this most general case, the center-of-mass oscillates alon
straight line while the disk undergoes constant acceleration.
all the cases considered, it was observed that a prescribed a
eration could be achieved using multiple trajectories or multi
initial conditions; a set of initial conditions, however, unique
defines the trajectories and the acceleration. Some simulatio
sults were also presented in this paper. For a prescribed sinus
acceleration profile, minimum variation in trajectory paramet
were simulated.
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